Impacts of Mask Wearing and Leakages on Cyclic Respiratory Flows and Facial Thermoregulation
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Abstract: Elevated face temperature due to mask wearing can cause discomfort and skin irritation, making mask mandates challenging. When thermal discomfort becomes intolerable, individuals instinctively or unknowingly loosen or remove their facemasks, compromising the mask’s protective efficacy. The objective of this study was to numerically quantify the microclimate under the mask and facial thermoregulation when wearing a surgical mask with different levels of misfit. An integrated ambient–mask–face–airway computational model was developed with gaps of varying sizes and locations and was validated against complementary experiments. The low Reynolds number (LRN) k-ω turbulence model with porous media was used to simulate transient respiratory flows. Both skin convective heat transfer and tissue heat generation were considered in thermoregulation under the facemask, besides the warm air exhaled from the body and the cool air inhaled from the ambient. The results of this study showed that when wearing a surgical mask with a perfect fit under normal breathing, the temperature at the philtrum increased by 4.3 °C compared to not wearing a mask. A small gap measuring 0.51 cm² (gap A) at the nose top resulted in 5.6% leakage but reduced the warming effect by 28% compared to zero gap. Meanwhile, a gap of 4.3 cm² (R1L1) caused 42% leakage and a 62% reduction in the warming effect. Unique temporospatial temperature profiles were observed at various sampling points and for different gap sizes, which correlated reasonably with the corresponding flow dynamics, particularly close to the gaps. The temperature change rate also exhibited patterns unique to the gap site and sampling point, with distinctive peaks occurring during the inspiratory–expiratory flow transitions. These results have the significant implications that by using the temporospatial temperature profiles at several landmark points, the gap location can potentially be pinpointed, and the gap size and leakage fractions can be quantified.
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1. Introduction

Wearing masks became an essential part of daily life in many parts of the world during the COVID-19 pandemic that was declared by the World Health Organization (WHO) on 11 March 2020, and which lasted around two years [1]. While mask wearing has been shown to be effective in reducing viral transmission, it can also cause some side effects, including impaired facial expression, enhanced eye muscle activity, increased facial temperature, and associated discomfort or skin irritation [2–5]. Facemasks can trap heat close to the skin and notably increase facial temperature [6]. This effect can be particularly pronounced for tight-fitting masks with high filtration efficiencies or high breathing resistances when worn for a prolonged time in a high-temperature environment [7]. The increase in skin temperature may also be accompanied by a decrease in blood flow to the face, which can lead to further skin discomfort and irritation [8].
Thermal discomfort or skin irritation can have an adverse impact on facemask compliance, often prompting the wearer to loosen or take off the mask to ease the discomfort [9,10]. Considering that the mask fit is one of the two key factors that ensure effective protection by mask wearing (the other being the mask’s filtration efficiency), wearing a facemask with gaps/leaks will remarkably compromise the mask’s effectiveness in preventing the spread of respiratory droplets. It has been demonstrated that even a small gap between the mask and skin can cause substantial leakage flows, thereby reducing the protection efficiency [11,12]. Moreover, for a given gap, the higher the mask flow resistance, the higher the leakage fraction will be [13]. Discomfort from mask wearing can discourage people from wearing a mask altogether, which increases the viral transmission risks.

Some skin ailments are sensitive to facial temperature changes. These ailments can be triggered or exacerbated by changes in temperature, leading to symptoms such as itching, redness, or inflammation [14–17]. Examples of thermally sensitive skin ailments include rosacea (characterized by redness, flushing, and bumps on the face), eczema (a chronic autoimmune disorder causing red, flaky skin patches), and dermatographism (raised, red lines or hives on the skin) [18–22]. In addition, the skin around the mouth and nose (i.e., the philtrum region) is more sensitive to thermal variation [23]. This region is particularly rich in nerve endings and blood vessels, the latter of which dilate or constrict in response to temperature variations. The philtrum skin is thinner than other areas of the face (except around the eyes), making it more predisposed to thermally sensitive ailments.

A few studies have investigated facial temperature variations when wearing a facemask. They indicate that the thermal discomfort induced by mask wearing can be influenced by various factors, including the mask type, fit, the wearer’s physical activity, and the environment. A tight-fitting mask made of low-breathable materials can cause more discomfort in hot and humid environments [24–26]. Yip et al. [27] examined facial temperatures under different types of masks and reported that some types were more effective in warming the skin than others. Pequeña et al. [28] compared fabric masks and face shields in affecting facial temperature and discomfort and found a higher facial temperature when wearing a fabric mask but a similar thermal discomfort level between these two. Scarano et al. [29] reported that the facial temperature was above 34.5 °C when wearing an N95 or surgical mask, a level that could elicit mild sensations of thermal discomfort. Salati et al. [30] reported that N95 respirator mask breathing leads to excessive carbon dioxide inhalation and reduced heat transfer in the human nose. Inthavong et al. [31] also showed a cooling effect on nasal mucosa from the latent heat of evaporation. Facial temperature and discomfort in healthcare workers were studied by Lembo et al. [32], Zhu et al. [33,34], and Beonell et al. [35]; all reported a significant increase in facial temperature, but the increasing magnitude varied with the mask type, length of wearing time, and the individual’s physical activity. Surgical facemasks were rated significantly lower for heat perception and overall discomfort than both N95 facemasks [36]. Exercise and being overweight could further increase the facial temperature, perceived breathing effort, and thermal discomfort [37–41]. Wearing N95 and surgical masks was shown to increase the heart rate and subjective sensations of discomfort in healthy volunteers but did not significantly impact thermal stress [42–47].

The objective of this study was to simulate the heat transfer through the facemask and validate it against experimental measurements. It was hypothesized that mask wearing would significantly increase facial temperature and that the mask–face gap size and location would noticeably regulate local temperatures, including the philtrum, chin, nose bridge, and cheeks. Specific aims included:

1. Develop an integrated ambient–mask–face–airway computational model with varying gaps for respiratory flows and heat transfer under tidal breathing.
2. Validate the computational model against corresponding experimental measurements, including the mask–face surface temperatures using infrared imaging, the air temperature using thermal probes, and leakage flow velocities using an anemometer.
(3) Quantify the temperature variations and thermal regulations under the facemask under varying leakage flows in comparison to the case with no mask.

(4) Examine the airflow characteristics underlying the spatiotemporal variation in face and airflow temperatures.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Mask–Face–Airway Model with Gaps

The computational model was composed of four distinct sections, each being a separate volume (Figure 1). These sections represented the surrounding air, a surgical mask, the airspace under the mask, and an upper respiratory airway that included the nose, mouth, pharynx, and larynx [48,49], as shown in Figure 1b. The graphics software Blender (Amsterdam, Netherlands) was used to develop the surgical mask geometry based on photos taken from varying orientations. Three pleats were retained in the mask morphology. The total surface area of the mask was 158 mm², close to that of an actual surgical mask (150–160 mm²). The mask boundary snugly covered the face, forming a mask–face interface, as detailed in [50]. Numerically, the mask was modeled as a porous medium, and its resistance was derived from pressure drops measured with a TSI mask tester (Figure 2a). The face–airway geometry was developed based on MRI scans of a 53-year-old male and was integrated with the mask geometry [51–53].

To consider gaps along the mask–face interface, the mask geometry was divided into two parts: the mask front and the interface where the mask meets the face, as shown in the third and fourth panels of Figure 1b. When there is no leak, respiratory airflow traverses both the front of the mask front and the mask–face interface (i.e., both parts are specified as porous media). Distinct volumes were built along the mask–face interface. To investigate flows leaking from a gap, the volumes filling the gap were changed from porous media to air within the “cell zone conditions” [54,55]. Creating a gap at the mask–face interface can cause a significant portion of the inhaled air to flow through the gap, thus escaping the mask filtration.

There were five gaps (A, AB, ABC, ABCD, and R1L1) on the nose top and one on the left cheek (Side), as illustrated in Figure 1a. The gaps A, AB, ABC, and ABCD were on the right side of the nose bridge and represented a progressively worsening mask fit at the

![Figure 1. Computational model for simulating facemask airflow and thermoregulation: (a) the integrated ambient–mask–face–airway model with gaps (A, AB, ABC, ABCD, R1L1, Side) of different sizes and locations, (b) computational domains and mesh with mesh sensitivity analysis.](image-url)
The time to reach the peak inspiratory flow (0.332 L/s) was 0.35 s, the inspiratory time was 2.3 s, the time to reach the peak expiratory flow (0.415 L/s) was 2.55 s, and the expiratory in the cumulative area in Figure 2b being 0.5 L above the minute), an I:E ratio of 3:5, and a breath hold of 0.2 s at the end of exhalation. This resulted in the tidal volume of 0.5 L, a respiration cycle of 5 s (i.e., the respiration rate of 12 breaths per minute), an I:E ratio of 3:5, and a breath hold of 0.2 s at the end of exhalation. This resulted in the cumulative area in Figure 2b being 0.5 L above the x-axis and −0.5 L below the x-axis. The time to reach the peak inspiratory flow (0.332 L/s) was 0.35 s, the inspiratory time was 0.18 s, the time to reach the peak expiratory flow (0.415 L/s) was 2.55 s, and the expiratory

2.2. Facemask Physical Properties

The physical properties of a surgical mask include the filter resistance matrix (1/m²), thermal conductivity (W/m K), and heat capacity (J/kg K). The facemask flow resistance was calculated based on the measurement with a Filter Tester 8130A (TSI, Shoreview, MN). Figure 2a shows the Filter Tester, as well as the mask holding fixture featuring a circular hole with a diameter of 7.62 cm (or 3 in) and a cross-sectional area of 45.6 cm². The viscous resistance of the mask was calculated using Darcy’s law:

\[
\text{Viscous Resistance} = \frac{\Delta P}{(Q/A)\mu L} \tag{1}
\]

Given a TSI-measured \(\Delta P\) of 4.86 mmH₂O at \(Q = 85\) L/min, a sampling area \(A\) of 45.6 cm², and a mask thickness \(L\) of 2.3 mm, the mask resistance was determined to be \(3.727 \times 10^9\) 1/m². The air dynamic viscosity \(\mu\) was \(1.825 \times 10^{-5}\) kg/m·s. The heat capacity of the facemask was 42.85 J/kg K, the thermal conductivity was 0.11 W/m K, and the density was 946 kg/m³ [56,57].

2.3. Boundary Conditions for the Airway and Face

Cyclic breathing was considered in this study (Figure 2b). The respiration waveform followed that measured by Noto et al. [58] under normal breathing conditions, featuring a tidal volume of 0.5 L, a respiration cycle of 5 s (i.e., the respiration rate of 12 breaths per minute), an I:E ratio of 3:5, and a breath hold of 0.2 s at the end of exhalation. This resulted in the cumulative area in Figure 2b being 0.5 L above the x-axis and −0.5 L below the x-axis. The time to reach the peak inspiratory flow (0.332 L/s) was 0.35 s, the inspiratory time was 0.18 s, the time to reach the peak expiratory flow (0.415 L/s) was 2.55 s, and the expiratory
time lasted 3 s (0.18–0.48 s). The airway wall maintained a constant body temperature of 310.15 K (37 °C). Physical properties of the face included a density of 1000 kg/m³, a heat capacity of 3770 J/kg K, and a thermal conductivity of 0.187 W/m K [59]. A mixed boundary condition of convection and radiation was specified on the face, with a heat transfer coefficient of 0.66 W/m K, a near-wall free stream temperature of 305 K, an external emissivity of 0.98, and an external radiation temperature of 298.15 K [60]. The wall thickness was 8 mm, and the heat generation was 6666 W/m³ [61]. The far-field ambient air had a temperature of 25 °C and zero pressure. A flow rate, following the waveform in Figure 2b, was prescribed at the tracheal outlet to mimic tidal breathing.

2.4. Numerical Methods

The low Reynolds number (LRN) k-ω turbulence model was employed to compute the multi-regime respiratory flows in the airway, mask–face space, and ambient space [62,63]. This model has been well validated to be suited for both turbulent and transitional flows [64,65]. The flow governing equations were solved using Ansys Fluent 21 (Canonsburg, PA, USA). The computational mesh was created with Ansys ICEM CFD. A multi-scale mesh approach was employed, using coarse meshes for the ambient air, ultra-fine meshes for the mask, normal meshes for the face, and fine meshes for the airway. This strategy aimed to balance prediction accuracy with computational efficiency (Figure 1b, upper panel) [66]. To account for the effects of boundary flow, prismatic cells with five layers’ expansion were generated in the near-wall region of both the face and airway (lower panel, Figure 1b). A grid-independent outcome was achieved at 6.4 million (Figure 1b), which was used for all following numerical simulations.

2.5. Experimental Methods

A FLIR ONE Pro iOS thermal camera (Wilsonville, OR, USA) was used to record the temperature variation on the mask worn by a volunteer under normal breathing conditions. Likewise, pieces of tape were applied along the mask–face interface to achieve a perfect fit (no leak), as shown in Figure 2c. A Fluke 971 thermal meter (Everett, WA, USA) was used to record the temperatures from the left-side gap (Figure 2c). Leakage flow speeds were determined from a gap located at the left-central cheek of a full-sized head manikin (Figure 2d). To ensure no leakage except the predefined gap, pieces of tape were applied around the mask–face interface. To introduce a gap with a defined size, a 6.5 × 17 mm rectangular duct was positioned between the mask and the skin at the left-central cheek. The head manikin was attached to a Robinair vacuum (Warren, MI, USA) that produced a consistent inhalation rate of 15 L/min. The speed of the flow exiting from the gap was gauged using a TSI 9565 VelociCalc anemometer (Shoreview, MN, USA). Data were collected five times to compute the mean and standard deviation, which were then compared to corresponding CFD projections.

3. Results

3.1. Model Validation

The computational model was validated against experiments in a threefold assessment: (1) leakage flow velocities through a prescribed gap of a surgical mask, (2) exhaled flow patterns without a facemask, and (3) temperature distributions on the mask during inhalation and exhalation. Figure 2d compares the measured and predicted expiratory flow velocities through a gap of 16 × 6.3 mm on the mask’s left side. The leakage flow velocity was sampled right at the gap and repeated five times, giving the mean and standard deviation in Figure 2d. The good agreement between the measured and predicted velocities indicates that the computational model adequately captured the mask’s flow dynamics.

Figure 3a compares the computational simulation with in vitro visualization of exhaled flows without a facemask for a steady flow rate of 15 L/min. Both exhibited jet flow patterns. It is also noted that the agreement was qualitative only. When wearing a facemask, recirculating flows were observed under the facemask, and exhaled flows traversed the
entire mask (Figure 3b). Moreover, within the confined space beneath the facemask, the temperature varied significantly. The warm exhaled air rapidly blended with the trapped air, decreasing its temperature (Figure 3b).

Figure 3. Validation: (a) no mask, (b) with mask.

Figure 4 compares the temperature distributions on the exposed face and facemask within one breathing cycle between the infrared imaging and computational simulations. A perfect seal (i.e., no leaks) was ensured in the infrared testing by using tape around the mask. During inhalation, cooler ambient air (blue color) was inhaled through the mask, and the large blue color area indicated that the inspiratory air was evenly distributed across the entire mask. During exhalation, the blue color on the facemask gradually transitioned to red, beginning at the nose, then at the lower facemask, and eventually at the upper facemask. Overall, the computational model replicated the cooling and warming effects during inhalation and exhalation, respectively. Furthermore, the temperature magnitudes on the face and facemask were also consistent with the infrared imaging and simulation results. Both findings suggest that the computational model effectively reproduces heat transfer in mask flows during tidal breathing.

Figure 4. Comparison of surface temperatures on the facemask and exposed face during one breathing cycle between (a) thermal camera imaging and (b) numerical predictions with no leak.

3.2. Airflow and Temperature Variations with/without Mask Wearing

Figure 5 shows the airflow around the facemask, as well as the temperature distributions in the ambient air and on the face at varying instants within a breathing cycle. Streamlines were color-coded ranging from 0–0.1 m/s, while the thermal map was color-coded between 24–34 °C. Two common facemask-wearing scenarios were considered: one
with a gap at the nose top (R1L1) and the other at the side (Side), with the R1L1 area slightly larger than that of the Side gap (4.27 cm² vs. 3.48 cm²), as listed in Table 1. During inhalation (t = 0.6 s), streamlines converged towards the mask, with increasing speeds as they approached. Airflow entered the mask–face space either by penetrating the mask media or through the gap(s). The facemask media presented a substantially higher flow resistance, causing a noticeable proportion of the inspiratory airflow to redirect towards the gap and enter the mask–face space at a much higher speed (red colors in upper panels, Figure 5a,b). The intensified leakage flow would not only enhance convective heat exchange but also bring in colder air during inhalation and carry away warm air during exhalation, thus significantly impacting the thermal sensation on the mask-covered skin. At 1.8 s (middle row, Figure 5), representing the beginning of exhalation, strong mixing occurred due to flow reversal. One major difference in airflow streamlines was observed during exhalation (t = 2.3 s, lower row), where the no mask case exhibited a jet flow in contrast to the diverging profile in the two facemask-covering cases.

![Figure 5. Comparison of the streamlines and temperature profiles at three instants from the start of inhalation for three facemask-wearing scenarios: (a) with a gap at the nose bridge (R1L1), (b) with a gap at the left cheek (Side), and (c) with no mask.](image)

Table 1. Gap areas and flow partition (%) through the gaps, mask front, and mask–face interface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gap</th>
<th>No Leak</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>AB</th>
<th>ABC</th>
<th>ABCD</th>
<th>R1L1</th>
<th>Side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (cm²)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>3.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gap leak (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>42.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mask front (%)</td>
<td>82.6</td>
<td>77.9</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>48.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface (%)</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 shows the temperature profiles both inside and outside the mask–face space. At 0.6 s from the start of the inhalation, cold air entered the mask–face space through the gaps and locally cooled down the air trapped under the mask (Figure 5a,b). The no mask case exhibited an inclined downward thermal plume (Figure 5c); this profile was different from the corresponding airflow profile (Figure 5c), which converged toward the nostrils. The concentrated thermal plume was remanent from the previous exhalation.
At 1.8 s (middle row, Figure 5), the thermal plume in the no mask case decreased in extent because of the constant inhalation of cold ambient air. However, due to the asymmetry between inspiratory (diffusively converging) and expiratory flows (concentrated jet-like), the thermal plume could not be eliminated completely by the inspiratory cold air. At 2.3 s (0.5 s from the start of the exhalation, lower row, Figure 5), a clear difference in temperature was observed inside and outside the mask, as part of the exhaled warm air was trapped in the mask–face space, recirculating and mixing with the remanent air. The cooling and warming effects by the leakage flows were observed in both mask-covering cases but were particularly pronounced in the side gap case, where the left cheek had a lower temperature during inhalation and a higher temperature during exhalation. Also noted was that in the left cheek, the cooling area during inhalation exhibited a wedge shape converging to the side gap (Figure 5b, middle panel), while the warming area during exhalation exhibited a stripe shape leaving through the gap (Figure 5b, lower panel), which were respectively consistent with the inspiratory and expiratory leakage flow patterns.

3.3. Vortex Dynamics and Thermoregulation

Figure 6 shows the instantaneous vortex structures among three cases at varying instants (inhalation, transition, and exhalation). As expected, vortices were observed through the gaps in both the R1L1 and Side cases during both inhalation and exhalation. Considering that it took time for a vortex to completely decay, a high-temperature vortex close to the skin was expected to increase facial temperature and cause a warm sensation.

![Figure 6](image-url)

**Figure 6.** Instantaneous vortex structures at varying instants for (a) R1L1, (b) Side, and (c) no mask. The facial contour and vortices were color-coded by temperature.

For the case with a nose-top leakage (R1L1, Figure 6a) at 0.6 s (inhalation), the mask-covered facial skin exhibited higher temperatures than the uncovered skin, indicating a remaining warming effect from the previous exhalation. This was consistent with the high-temperature vortices near the nose (hollow blue arrow, Figure 6a). On the other hand, the cooling effect increased due to the inhalation of colder ambient air, as indicated by the green-colored vortices close to the mask (hollow pink arrow, Figure 6a). These vortices represent the airflows inhaled through the mask filter, which mixed with the warm air trapped under the mask. A portion of colder airflow was inhaled through the gap at
the nose top (solid black arrow) and cooled down the trapped air close to the facial skin (Figure 6a, upper panel). At the end of inhalation (t = 1.8 s), the vortex temperature under the mask was lower than the facial skin temperature (middle panel, Figure 6a). These low-temperature vortices recirculated within the mask-covered space, cooling the facial skin.

The lower panel in Figure 6a shows the vortices at 0.5 s after the start of exhalation. The exhaled air gradually warmed both the air and facial skin under the mask to a temperature that was higher than the uncovered facial temperature. An appreciable portion of leakage flow was observed from the nose-top gap, whose temperature quickly decreased to the ambient temperature due to strong mixing. Careful observation also revealed a slightly higher airflow temperature near the forehead skin than the distal side, as illustrated by the brown hollow arrow in the lower panel of Figure 6a.

Figure 6b shows the vortex dynamics near the facemask with a gap at the left cheek (Side). Interestingly, the facial temperature was persistently lower on the left cheek than the surrounding skin throughout the breathing cycle. The leakage flow during inhalation effectively cooled down the left face due to forced convection (upper and middle panels in Figure 6b). Note the drastic differences in vortex structures between R1L1 and Side at 0.6 s (Figure 6a vs. Figure 6b), with the latter displaying a left-skewed asymmetry.

Figure 6c depicts the facial temperature and vortex dynamics without a mask. Negligible vortices were observed during inhalation because of the low-speed flows converging towards the nostrils. During exhalation, a sequence of vortices emanated from the nostrils, which advanced through the quiescent surrounding air and led to the formation of a large vortex ring (lower panel, Figure 6c). The temperature of the vortex ring quickly decreased to that of the environment. Throughout the breathing cycle, the facial temperature remained higher than the ambient temperature. This was due to the heat balance between the tissue heat generation, skin heat dissipation through radiation and convection, as well as the airflows inhaled at ambient temperature and exhaled at body temperature. To quantify the effects of mask wearing and leakage flows on facial thermoregulation, we treated the facial temperature with no mask as the baseline and hypothesized that an instantaneous local facial temperature higher than the baseline would cause a warm perception, and vice versa.

3.4. Gap Size Effects on Facial Thermoregulation

3.4.1. Airflow and Facial Temperatures

The effects of an enlarging gap on facial thermoregulation were further investigated by considering five gap sizes (A–D, R1L1) in comparison to the cases with either no leak or no mask. Figure 7 compares both the facial (upper panels) and airflow (lower panels) temperature distributions among these seven cases at 2.3 s (0.5 s from the start of exhalation). Overall, similar temperature patterns were observed among mask-wearing cases, with an elevated temperature on the covered skin compared to the uncovered skin. However, subtle differences were also noted. First, as the gap enlarged, the forehead temperature decreased progressively due to increasing leakage flows and associated convective heat dissipation. In comparison to the baseline case (no mask), the presence of leakage flows at the nose bridge noticeably cooled down the forehead (Figure 7g vs. Figure 7b–f). Secondly, the temperature on the two cheeks decreased with an enlarging gap size because of a more intensified convective cooling effect. At t = 2.3 s (i.e., 0.5 s from the start of exhalation), the exhaled warm air from the nostrils had not yet warmed up the facial skin. The airflow temperature under the mask had increased to 34 °C in contrast to 31–32 °C on the facial skin (lower panels of Figure 7); this was because the variation in the facial temperature lagged that of the airflow. Thirdly, with an enlarging gap, the thermal plume above the nose intensified while that in front of the mask decreased, indicating that an increasing leakage flow exited the mask–face space through the gap rather than the mask filter, an observation that was consistent with Schlieren imaging in [67,68]. In comparison to the baseline case (no mask), all mask-wearing cases had a higher temperature at the philtrum and nose tip due to the trapping/mixing of warm air during exhalation. Considering that the philtrum is more
sensitive to thermal stresses than other regions of the face, quantifying the instantaneous local thermal stress could be critical in understanding the thermal regulation and sensation on the facial skin.

Figure 7. Comparison of the facial and airflow temperature distributions at 2.3 s with increasing gaps at the nose top (A–D, R1L1) in comparison to no leak and no mask: (a) no leak, (b) A, (c) AB, (d) ABC, (e) ABCD, (f) R1L1, and (g) no mask.

3.4.2. Temperature Variations at the Philtrum

The variation in temperature at the philtrum is shown in Figure 8 when wearing a facemask with various levels of leakage. Figure 8a shows the individual temperature variations for three breathing cycles. All cases exhibited approximately periodic fluctuations, indicating a dynamic balance between warming and cooling effects. In cases with no leak and gap A, both of which had a good mask–face fit, the lowest temperature still increased (dashed arrow in the first panel, Figure 8a), suggesting that the warming effects under the mask still built up 30 s after putting on a room-temperature facemask. The temperature buildup significantly slowed down for cases with a gap AB or larger. The temperature profile with no mask (the last panel in Figure 8a) showed a different pattern from those with face coverings, which appeared to be more similar to the respiration waveform as displayed in Figure 2b. Figure 8b compares the temperature profiles among the eight cases by plotting them with the same T scale (25–37 °C). As expected, the philtrum temperature with no leak was the highest of all time and had a small range of variation (solid black line). Compared to no mask, mask wearing with no leak increased the temperature at the philtrum by 4.3 °C (Figure 8b). Large temperature fluctuations occurred for all leaking cases, and the fluctuation amplitude increased with the gap size. The case with no mask had a constantly low philtrum temperature with a small range of variation (dashed black line). However, even lower philtrum temperatures were found in loose-fitting cases of ABCD and R1L1 during inhalation, when the inhaled ambient air through these large gaps significantly cooled down the philtrum with elevated forced convection.

The philtrum temperature variation was also sensitive to the gap location. Even with a similar gap size between R1L1 and Side, notable differences existed in both the shape and amplitude between these two cases, with the Side gap exhibiting a more erratic profile but a smaller variation amplitude (brown solid line vs. red dotted line in Figure 8a,b). Considering the four cases from A to ABCD with increasing gap sizes, the temperature fluctuation amplitude increased progressively but at a decreasing rate (Figure 8b).

Taking the no mask case as the baseline situation that was acclimated to the environment, we hypothesized that a local temperature higher than the baseline would warm up that region and elicit a warm perception, and vice versa. As a result, all temperature profiles were replotted in Figure 8c by subtracting the instantaneous baseline temperature...
(i.e., $\Delta T$). For all cases of facemask wearing considered, there was a much shorter period of cooling period (<1.4 s out of 1.8 s of inhalation) than warming (>3.5 s out of 5 s respiration). Furthermore, the $\Delta T$ magnitude was larger during the exhalation than inhalation, which was consistent with an overall warming effect with facemask wearing, as shown in Figure 8d–f.

The $\Delta T$ relative to the baseline was integrated with time ($q = \int \Delta T dt$) separately for the periods of warming and cooling in each of the three breathing cycles, as shown in Figure 8d, with the brown bar denoting warming and blue cooling. Figure 8e shows the mean and standard deviation of the $q$ (warming and cooling), while Figure 8f shows the net warming effects. In both figures, we noted (1) dominant warming over cooling, (2) reduced warming with larger gaps, (3) increased cooling with larger gaps, and (4) insignificant variance among three consecutive breathing cycles. The variances were presumably due to the transient flow oscillations despite an overall repeating flow pattern across cycles.

Comparing no leak vs. A–ABCD, the warming effect decreased nonlinearly with the gap size and reached equilibrium at ABC, indicating that even with a very small gap (like
A), the warming effect could be reduced significantly. The warming effects persisted for gaps of ABC and larger (Figure 8d), because of the trapping of exhaled warm air, which recirculated around the philtrum. Comparing A–ABCD and R1L1 with increasing gap size and at the same site (nose top), the cooling effect constantly increased, indicating the elevating forced convection of inhaled ambient air through the gap. Comparing the cases of R1L1 and Side cases with gaps of similar size but different locations, the warming effect on the philtrum was similar, but the cooling effect was higher when leakages occurred at the nose top (R1L1) rather than the lateral sides (Figure 8d–f). This would lead to an overall higher warm perception at the philtrum with a side gap than with a gap at the nose top (Figure 8f).

3.4.3. Temperature Change Rate at the Philtrum

Figure 9a shows the change rate of temperature, dT/dt, at the philtrum. Either one, two, or multiple peaks were observed within each breathing cycle, depending on the gap size and location. When there was no leak, one major spike was observed during the transition from inhalation to exhalation (i.e., 17 s, 22 s, and 27 s, Figure 9a, first panel). For cases with a nose-top gap (A–R1L1), the dominant spike occurred during the transition from exhalation to inhalation and had multiple spikes with much smaller amplitudes during the inhalation-to-exhalation transition (Figure 9a, second panel). Multiple spikes in philtrum dT/dt were also observed when there was a side leakage; the spikes were of similar magnitudes and were not all occurring at the breathing transitions (Figure 9a, third panel). The dT/dt peaks in the case of no mask had significantly smaller magnitude and the change was much less drastic (Figure 9a, fourth panel).

Figure 9. The change rate of philtrum temperature (dT/dt) vs. time: (a) dT/dt profiles under four facemask wearing conditions (i.e., no leak, R1L1, Side, and no mask); and (b) comparison of dT/dt profiles among eight facemask wearing conditions, with zoomed views during the flow transitions to inhalation (19.9–20.9 s) and exhalation (21–24 s).

A comparison of dT/dt among eight cases within the same range is shown in Figure 9b, with zoomed views for the inhalation (view 1) and exhalation (view 2). Three observations were noteworthy. First, the philtrum dT/dt amplitude was much lower in the cases of no leak and no mask than in any mask-leaking cases, regardless of the gap sizes; this was especially more pronounced during the inhalation (Figure 9b, middle panel). Second, the dT/dt peak amplitude increased with the gap size, even though nonlinearly, during both inhalations and exhalations. Thirdly, the philtrum dT/dt profiles were significantly different between the inhalation and exhalation. Understanding the differences in dT/dt among varying gap sizes and locations would be beneficial to the development of correlations between facemask leakage and temperature measurements. Relying solely on temperature for the correlation development would result in measurement instability due to a large
dT/dt, thereby reducing the correlation’s accuracy. However, incorporating dT/dt itself as an additional index in the correlation could enable more accurate predictions of facemask leakage. Furthermore, since the dT/dt profiles differed remarkably between different gap locations, including dT/dt in the correlation would even facilitate pinpointing the gap site, thereby providing more relevant information for improving facemask design for specific patient subgroups.

3.4.4. Temperature Variations at the Chin

Temperature profiles at a different sampling site (chin) are shown in Figure 10. Because the chin was approximately 6.5 cm below the philtrum, the temperature profiles of these two points appeared similar for each corresponding case considered except ‘No mask’ (Figure 8 vs. Figure 10). This might be attributed to the flow recirculation in the philtrum–chin zone in all face-covering cases, while such a recirculation flow was absent in the case of no mask, which instead had a jet flow during exhalation and a converging flow during inhalation. Note that even for the baseline case ‘No mask’, the skin temperature varied both temporally and spatially due to the instantaneous rivalry between heat generation and convective heat dissipation.

Figure 10. Temperature variation at the chin: (a) temperature variation vs. time under four facemask wearing conditions (i.e., no leak, R1L1, Side, and no mask); (b) comparison of the chin temperatures among eight conditions; and (c) warming (orange) and cooling (blue) effects at the chin.

The warming and cooling effects relative to the control case are shown in Figure 10c. Again, the warming effect at the chin was the highest with no leak and decreased when leakage existed, similar to that at the philtrum. However, a quantitative comparison between Figures 10c and 8e revealed that the chin warming effects were lower than the philtrum (i.e., 15 °C/s at the chin vs. 25 °C/s at the philtrum for no leak). On the other hand, the chin cooling effect was much higher than the philtrum (i.e., −7 °C/s at the chin vs. 3 °C/s at the philtrum for R1L1, which had the largest gap at the nose top). The latter was reasonable, considering that during inhalation, the convective cooling flow through the nose-top gap was stronger at the chin than the philtrum, which was partially blocked by the nose tip. This difference also suggested that the philtrum was more likely to perceive excess warmth, let alone the fact that the philtrum was more sensitive to thermal variation.

3.4.5. Temperature Variations at the Right/Left Cheeks and Nose Bridge

Figure 11 shows the temporal temperature profiles (T-profiles) and thermal regulation under varying mask wearing conditions at three sampling points: the right-middle cheek,
the left-side cheek (coinciding with the side gap), and the nose bridge (coinciding with the R1L1 gap). The T-profile at the right-middle cheek (Figure 11a) had a much narrower range (30–35 °C) than that at the two peripheral sampling points at the left-side cheek and nose bridge (26–34 °C, Figure 11b,c). The temporal temperature variation was not linear with the gap size; this was reasonable as the local flow features were not linear with the gap size, which varied drastically both temporally and spatially.

In Figure 11a, the T-profiles at the right-middle cheek had similar magnitudes for gaps A–ABCD (0.51–2.07 cm²), while the magnitude increased abruptly for the gap R1L1 and Side (4.27 and 3.48 cm²). This difference might result from the bulk leakage flow, which was not strong enough to reach the right-middle cheek until the gap size increased to R1L1 and Side. In Figure 11b, the T-profile at the left-side cheek fluctuated at a drastically larger amplitude when the leakage flow coincided with the sampling point. The corresponding T-profiles with a nose-top gap (A–ABCD, R1L1) exhibited similar patterns, and the fluctuation amplitude increased with the gap size. In Figure 11c, the T-profile at the nose bridge was sensitive to the nose-top gap size but not to the side gap. It was observed that the largest fluctuation in the T-profile occurred at gap A and decreased nonlinearly with increasing gap sizes. This observation and its implications for facial thermal regulation will be explained in the following sections.

Considering the thermal regulation with mask wearing, it was no surprise that a perfect seal (i.e., no leak) led to the highest warming effect for all sampling points considered.
The warming effect gradually decreased with the gap size from A to ABCD to R1L1 and Side. The warming effect at the right-middle cheek had a much larger magnitude than that of the other two points (Figure 11a vs. Figure 11b,c), both of which were peripheral to the nostrils and close to the mask brink. Specifically, the cooling effect at the right-middle cheek was negligible for the gap size of ABCD and smaller. The cooling effect became perceivable for R1L1 and Side (4.27 and 3.48 cm²) but was still much smaller than the counterpart warming effect, which was reasonable due to the prolonged contact between the facial skin and the trapped expiratory warm air under the mask. Therefore, the net warming effect at the right cheek was large for all mask wearing conditions considered (right panel, Figure 11a).

The right panel of Figure 11b shows the thermal regulation on the left-side cheek. When the gap (i.e., side) was the same as the sampling point, the cooling effect was significantly higher than warming (i.e., −12.3 vs. 2.4 °C/s, Figure 11b, side). By comparison, the cooling effect was much smaller for all nose-top gaps considered (A–ABCD, R1L1), which only became noticeable from AB and increased with gap size. It was noted that leakage flows via the nose-top gaps affected both the flow distribution and heat balance under the facemask.

Interesting observations in thermal regulation were made when both the sampling point and leakage flow were at the nose top (Figure 11c, right panel). The warming effects appeared insensitive to the gap size and were small in magnitude (i.e., 1.8–2.8 °C/s). The cooling effect peaked at the smallest gap A (10.6 ± 0.5 °C/s), decreased slightly at gap AB (8.6 ± 0.2 °C/s), and stabilized for larger gaps (5.6–6.2 °C/s, ABC, ABCD, and R1L1). The peak cooling at gap A might be counterintuitive at first glance. This, however, was reasonable, as explained by the velocity and temperature profiles in the four enlarging gaps (A–ABCD). At gap A, both the flow and thermal boundary layer were the thinnest and had the highest gradient. When the gap increased, the thickness of the shear/thermal layers increased, and the near-wall gradient decreased, even though the leakage volumetric flow rate increased. Furthermore, the vortices within the leakage flow enhanced the mixing, leading to a relatively constant shear/thermal layer thickness at gap ABC and larger (Figure 11c).

A negligible warming effect was observed at the nose bridge when the leak occurred at the left-side cheek (Figure 11c, right panel, side gap). This indicated only a small amount of expiratory air was ventilated to the nose top while the majority exited through the side gap. On the other hand, a nontrivial cooling effect occurred at the nose top from the side leakage flows, reflecting the high level of asymmetry in thermal-fluid dynamics between the inhalation and exhalation phases (i.e., a hysteresis loop).

3.4.6. Temperature Change Rate at the Chin, Right/Left Cheeks, and Nose Bridge

Figure 12 shows the temperature change rate (dT/dt) at four sampling points (columns) under four mask wearing conditions (rows) for three breathing cycles (15–30 s). The dT/dt magnitude was associated with the heat stress and could affect the facial skin sensation. Several observations were noteworthy in Figure 12. First, abnormally large magnitudes in dT/dt were found when the gap coincided with the probe, as displayed in Figure 12b (R1L1 gap–nose bridge probe) and Figure 12c (Side gap–left-side cheek probe). Secondly, when the facemask fit perfectly (no leak), the dT/dt profiles appeared similar in pattern for all probes, with a sharp peak at the end of inhalation. It was also noted that the dT/dt peak magnitude was much lower at the nose bridge, where the flow ventilation was also the least with a perfect seal. Thirdly, for a given sampling point, distinct dT/dt profiles were found among the four mask wearing conditions. Likewise, for a prescribed gap, the dT/dt profiles at different sampling points were both different and unique. Thus, it was possible to use the thermal properties at several sample points, individually or as a combination, to decide a mask wearing condition, such as the gap size and gap location.
Secondly, when the facemask fits perfectly (no leak), the \( \frac{dT}{dt} \) profiles appeared similar in all four probes, with a sharp peak at the end of inhalation. It was also noted that the \( \frac{dT}{dt} \) magnitudes in \( \frac{dT}{dt} \) were found when the gap coincided with the probe, as displayed in Figure 12b (R1L1 gap~nose bridge probe) and Figure 12c (Side gap~left-side cheek probe).

### 4. Discussion

In this study, we developed an integrated ambient–mask–face–airway computational model that considered tissue heat generation, skin heat dissipation, and warming/cooling effects from exhalation/inhalation and validated it against complementary experiments. Subsequently, we systematically investigated respiratory flows and temperature variations when wearing a surgical mask with different gap sizes and locations. The simulation results agreed well with our general knowledge regarding mask wearing. They also provided rich insights into the transient thermal regulations under the mask that were difficult to measure using conventional experimental approaches. These included the detailed thermal regulation mechanisms, the unique temperature variation patterns in the mask-covered space and on the mask-covered face, and their potential implications for developing a mask-fit tester for disposable masks or formulating mask wearing guidance, which will be discussed in more detail below.

#### 4.1. Thermal Regulation Mechanisms with Mask Wearing

The thermoregulation under the facemask is determined not only by the rivalry between exhaled warm air and inhaled cool air but also by the balance between convective/radiative dissipation and continuous heat generation from the skin. The mask’s resistance and fit will determine the fraction of air through the mask and the gap, as shown in Table 1. The mask’s heat capacity and conductivity will determine how fast the mask temperature changes, while the airflow around the facemask will influence the efficiency of heat exchange between the air inside and outside the mask (i.e., via convection), as illustrated in Figures 5–7. Due to the physical and thermal resistance of the facemask, a local flow-temperature environment will be created under the mask, which will be warmed by the exhaled warm air and body-generated heat while being cooled down by the inhaled ambient air and heat dissipation from the mask surface. In this study, we observed that the time to reach an equilibrium between heat generation and heat dissipation was longest

**Figure 12.** Comparison of the temperature change rate \( \frac{dT}{dt} \) among four sampling points for four mask wearing conditions: (a) no leak, (b) R1L1, (c) Side, and (d) no mask. The four sampling points included the chin, right-middle cheek, left-side cheek (coinciding with the side gap), and nose bridge (coinciding with the R1L1 gap).
for the case of ‘no leak’, and gradually decreased with increasing mask–face gap sizes. For normal respiration and an ambient temperature of 25 °C as in this study, the no leak case took more than 12 breathing cycles (i.e., 1 min) after putting on the mask to reach the heat equilibrium. For each case, the temperature profile repeated itself once the equilibrium was reached.

4.2. Unique Patterns of Temperature Variations vs. Gap Size/Location and Sampling Points

We observed unique patterns of temperature variations vs. gap size, gap location, and sampling points, as demonstrated in Figures 8–11. These included (1) the temporal temperature profile, (2) the relative magnitudes of temperature variation, and (3) the inhalation–exhalation asymmetry in cooling–warming. For instance, for a given sampling point like the nose bridge in Figure 11c, distinct temperature profiles were predicted among the eight cases considered, reflecting a high sensitivity of temperature variation to the gap size. Moreover, the cooling effect was significantly higher than the warming effect when the sampling point was close to the gap, indicating that the gap location can be pinpointed by comparing the warming–cooling effects within a breathing cycle at multiple sampling points across the mask.

The temperature change rate (dT/dt) also exhibited patterns unique to the gap size/location and sampling point, with distinctive peaks occurring during the inspiratory–expiratory flow transitions, as displayed in Figure 9 for the philtrum and Figure 12 for the chin, right/left cheek, and nose bridge. Thus, the dT/dt can provide an additional index for mask-fit, with dT/dt at different sampling points being used, individually or as a combination, to estimate the gap size and location.

4.3. Implications for Development of Fit Test Tool for Disposable Masks

The unique patterns in T and dT/dt specific to the gap size/location may act as a foundation to develop a long-needed fit tester for disposable masks. Currently, there is no such instrument on the market; the closest comparable product is the respirator fit tester, such as the TSI Portacount. Unlike a disposable mask, a respirator is designed to fit tightly to the face morphology with minimal leakage. A fit score > 100 with the Portacount tester is considered a “pass” when wearing a respirator. However, if the TSI Portacount is used to test a disposable mask like a surgical mask, unreasonably low scores (0–40) are obtained, often with large variability. It is evident that the TSI Portacount fit tester, which was designed for respirators, produces errors that are too large to be feasible for disposable masks. Note that during the COVID-19 pandemic, we primarily wore disposable masks, not respirators, to protect ourselves and others around us. Because of the nonexistence of approved standardized mask-fit testers for disposable masks, it has been difficult to quantitatively evaluate a mask’s protection efficiency. Similarly, since there is no objective way to evaluate the mask fit, no clear guidance exists for mask design.

Based on unique correlations between the temporospatial temperature variations and gap size/location, it is promising to reversely quantify the gap sizes (or fit scores) by measuring temperature variations under the mask. It is even possible to pinpoint the gap location by using multiple sampling points across the mask, as suggested by the abrupt increase in cooling effect when the sampling point is close to the gap (Figure 11b,c). Indeed, more studies are needed to test this feasibility or develop a working fit score tester for disposable masks.

4.4. Implications for Mask Wearing as a Public Health Measure in Viral Control

Understanding the correlation between thermal perception and gaps, as well as the gap–leakage correlation, may help establish guidelines that ensure adequate mask fitting and minimize thermal discomfort. The effectiveness of mask wearing as a public health strategy to curb viral spread at a population scale can be influenced by numerous factors [69]. However, one primary determinant is how consistently individuals comply with mask wearing guidelines, such as wearing them continuously in high-risk regions and
ensuring a good fit [70–74]. Martín-Sánchez et al. reported large COVID-19 outbreaks in places like bars, restaurants, or gyms where strict adherence to mask wearing rules was difficult, despite 99% of adults reportedly wearing masks in public [73]. Moreover, respiratory infectious viruses like SARS-CoV-2 and its mutants are often highly transmissible, with interpersonal infections occurring within a short time window [75]. Thus, even a short period of time loosening or taking off the mask due to thermal discomfort can significantly undermine the outcomes of mask wearing, considering that even a minor gap can lead to a 30–60% fraction of respiratory airflow escaping the mask filtration. Another complicating factor is that places with high viral risks are often confined, inadequately ventilated, and warmer than outside, which can further increase the likelihood of thermal sensation and/or discomfort, tempting the wearer to temporarily loosen or take off the mask. In this study, we observed a 4.3 °C increase at the philtrum when wearing a snugly fitted surgical mask than without a mask, as shown in Figure 8b. Considering that the philtrum is more sensitive to thermal stresses than other regions of the face, an elevated temperature of 4.3 °C can cause excess thermal sensation, promoting the wearer to loosen the mask or take it off. Such temptations can be more pronounced for those with thermally sensitive skin ailments or for children with lower tolerances for thermal discomfort [76,77].

On the other hand, leakage flows did decrease the warming effect during exhalation and increase the cooling effect during inhalation, as shown in Figures 8–11. Considering the philtrum, a minor gap (gap A) at the nose top of 0.51 cm² led to 5.6% leakage and a 28% reduction in the net warming effect, while a larger gap (R1L1, 4.27 cm²) led to 41.7% leakage and a 62% reduction in warming, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 8f, respectively. Particularly, the cooling effect can overtake the warming effect at the gap site due to the enhanced convection from the leakage flows during inhalation, as demonstrated by Figure 11b for the left side and Figure 11c for the nose bridge. This also explains the temptation to loosen the mask fit to quickly relieve thermal discomfort around that region.

5. Conclusions

In summary, transient respiratory flows and temperature variations were simulated under varying mask-fit conditions in a physiology-based ambient–mask–face–airway model that was validated against complementary experiments. A better understanding of the thermoregulation under the facemask was obtained that hinged on (1) the flow partition across the facemask and (2) the transient balance between tissue heat generation, skin heat dissipation through radiation and convection, and warming/cooling effects from exhalation/inhalation. Specific findings were:

1. Wearing a surgical mask with a perfect fit caused temperatures up to 4.3 °C higher at the philtrum than no mask in ambient conditions of 25 °C under normal breathing.
2. A minor gap of 0.51 cm² at the nose top led to 5.6% leakage and a 28% decrease in warming effect, while a gap of 4.27 cm² led to 41.7% leakage and a 62% decrease in warming effect, relative to a perfect fit.
3. The cooling effect occurred predominantly during inhalation and was more significant in the gap proximity.
4. For a given sampling point, the temporal temperature profiles (T and dT/dt) were distinctive among incrementally increasing gap sizes.
5. Combining the temperature variations (T, dT/dt, and warming/cooling) at multiple sample points yielded a unique pattern for one gap size/location. It would be promising to reversely determine the gap size/location using temperature measurements at multiple points across the mask.
6. This was a physiology-based simulation study, and future human studies are recommended to confirm the results.
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